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Maison et Objet Paris, September 2017 - Hall 8 Stand E97.F98
Maison et Objet, the leading decoration show connecting the interior design and lifestyle community
worldwide, will once again open doors from 8 to 12 September in Paris.
Circu will join this celebration of design and on this edition we will present the new Illusion Collection.
That consists in a didactic table and a chair and stool, that will bring a touch of magic to the
children’s play room decor. You’ll also have the chance to see the Cloud Lamp live and feel its magical fluffy
touch.
On this edition, Circu will be attending the fair as part of the main design brand group – Covet House.
The Portuguese design group will proudly represent Circu at the same time that will represent international
renowned brands such as Boca do Lobo, Brabbu, Delightfull and Essential Home.
Circu is one of the most unique furniture brands for children. Our vision is focused on being part of the child’s
world, being present in the most ambitious, luxurious and charming decoration projects for children, creating
only high quality furnishings with an exceptional design. Circu is truly committed to give you the best experience
and invites you to visit our stand and celebrate kids’ magical world with us.
We’ll be located at Hall 8 | Stand E97 - F98 and we invite you to find the most curated design pieces. Kindly let
me know in advance if you’re
coming to meet us.
We’re counting on you!

Meet The Collection

ILLUSION
Stool
The Illusion Series bring a touch of magic to the
children’s play room decor. These stools are the perfect
addition to every bedroom and playroom. The illusion is
created by the use of the translucid acrylic that gives the
feeling of suspension on air.
For a more childish and playfull touch, the seat is
upholstered in colorful synthetic fur inspired by wild
animals - polar bear, leopard and wolf - that provides a
unique connection to nature while giving extra comfort.

ILLUSION
Chair
The Illusion Series bring a touch of magic to the
children’s play room decor. These chairs are the perfect
addition to every bedroom and playroom. The illusion is
created by the use of the translucid acrylic that gives the
feeling of suspension on air.
For a more childish and playfull touch, the seat is
upholstered in colorful synthetic fur inspired by wild
animals - polar bear, leopard and wolf - that provides a
unique connection to nature while giving extra comfort.

Meet The Collection

ILLUSION
Table
The Illusion table was designed to be a place where kids
can play and study. The surface of the table with a
blackboard effect also allows kids to draw with chalk and
have fun. It features a pencil cup where kids can store
and organize their paint and study supplies.

CLOUD LAMP
Suspension Light
This cloud shaped lamp has a cotton-like texture that
replicates the fictional feeling of a fluffy cloud.
Inspired by the Pixar short-film “Partly Cloudy”, the design
relates to the sense of serenity and peace transmitted by
clouds, the same feeling we want to create in the children’s rooms with this realistic Cloud Lamp.
With a sound system and color changing RGB light remotely controlled, this suspension lamp can be used to
create a calm atmosphere for the bedtime.

High Resolution Images
In Circu’s Press Area you will be able to ﬁnd high resolution images of our magical products, ambiances, interior design projects and the latest news! Your password is PETERPAN. Stay magical with this exclusive area and dream on.
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